TREATY 9 COLLECTIONS
THIS IS NOT THE J-ROD45 & TREATY IX FORUM
THIS IS A COLLECTION OF TREATY 9 MENTIONS IN OTHER FORUMS
TREATY 9 REFERENCES ARE IN RED
2:2:1. latefteblueferalatefteblanche
EA UNABLE EFFECT [cause/create] BATTLE ~ EARTH FELL
2. autantdemalqueFranceafaitleurbien
Sine MANUFACTURE FINE EQUILATERAL BETA [secondary] DNA
3. mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche
ERRORS UNCHANGED in FUNDAMENTAL ALPHABET (DNA alphabet?)
ABLE TRANSFER HUGE CALENDAR MONTH UP DAN (in Scorpio) SPUR EARTH ARC, FELL, HUGE ABANDONMENT DAN
4. quandprinsdesfiesleroydiracombien INSANELY ACQUIRED FORBIDDEN PROMISES (Treaty 9 Military & E.Ts)
Iƒ [IS] COARSE MINDED PERSONS [military] INQUIRE BADLY (Treaty 9) CONFINED PERMISSION AS "BADLY REQUIRED"
DEMAND PROFESSIONAL DESCRIBE ENQUIRY (demand a lawyer outline the contract clauses before signing, too late)
1 52 2 Le grand feigneur meurtry dedans fa falle:
ALERT: U.N. FRAMED LARGE FEARFUL TRADES - END ING – Ing means the harvest, being ''caught up’’ taken to be
eaten ‘’feet first’’ these are the “treaties” started by F.D.R. in 1933
1 84
THE MOON OVERSHADOWED ALL OVER, PROFOUND UNCERTAINTY
one of the OMENS & SEALS the moon being moved
HIS BROTHER ORBITING, OF RUSTY COLOUR
(indeed: Oct 25th 2008 I photographed it, and it was a dark deep red colour to look at…see CROP CIRCLES for photo)
THE GREAT THING HIDDEN IN DARKNESS - UNDERNEATH FOR SO LONG
Star Gate ~ Stage Gate hidden under Giza, under Iraq under Afghanistan.
PLANET X? but see “Auriga” in footnotes OMENS & SEALS
RESTRAINED, SHACKLED; IN CASE OF BREEDING MENACE
The military fooled around with timelines, and the Roswell greys have been trying to repair the damage (Dan Burisch, fully named in the texts)
This was the very reason Che-ila returned ~ to repair time lines...
7 73 1 – says : Renfort de sieges m .anubis et man . iples Repairing time portal ("seat") manipulates profits

Elite interfacing with M. (Orion's) Anu.bis seats [portals] and rigged the profits

manu: hand/Betelguese (right hand of Orion). The DUO
And: means Band of soldiers = military industrial complex

bis: duo

1 84 Lune obscurcie aux profondes tenebres
The moon is obscured in deep gloom
(on its new orbit)
Son frere passe de couleur ferrugine pun on ‘’iron’’)
Its brother becomes bright red in color (passing planet/oid)
Le grand cache long temps soubs les tenebres
The great one hidden for a long time in the shadows (Nibiru? Stargate?
Tiedera fer dans la plaie sanguine
will hold the blade in the bloody wound
97
97
WHO OPENS THE MONUMENT (Sphinx?) WILL DISCOVER
the stage gate
Qui ouurira le monument trouu,
(will) PROMPTLY GRASP AND NOT COME FORWARD:
Et ne viendra le serrer promptement,
BADLY ALLOW RIVALRY OCCUR, AND NO PROOF IN CONTROL
Mal luy viendra, & ne pourra prouu
COMPREHEND UTMOST INSIGHT – (spy) GLASS ~ AGE(S)
Si mieux doit eƒtre roy Breton ou Normand.
ALTERNATE
alternate = go back and forth
He who will open the tomb found,
BRETON KING ACQUAINT NORMAN
And will come to close it promptly,
A 300 year gap caused by bringing 1000AD into 676AD
Evil will come to him, and one will be unable to prove,
Breton age joined with Norman – 676AD becomes 1000AD
If it would be better to acquaint Breton to Norman King
1 100 2 Au pres de Dole & de Toufquane terre,
''REQUEST ANQUORESS OPERATE RELOADED UPDATEƒ''
I ask: so that means all those which have been withheld, such as the ''DELAY PORTAL CHORE'' ?
IMMEDIATE ANSWER:`
E.D., AS, UP: REQUEST OPERATE RE-LOAD QUEER LADDERS stargates QUEUED. Hidden Text lines already collected
Ok, will do, as soon as SASAR FREE FUEL is finished, the STAGE GATE – STARGATE forum will be done.
A very large forum, 52 pages of just the lines alone. It also happens I have just received the original 1562 Quatrains
AND REQUESTED: ADULTERER'S OPAQUE ''TRADED ASLEEP'' DEED Ok, that would be the forum J-ROD45 & TREATY IX
which was also with-held. This 'treaty' matures in 2014, each having a nine year tenure with the first signed by F.D.R. in
1933.
10 56 2 Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche
SUFFIX E.Yah FOXED FAR FLUNG DARIUS: A NEANDERTHAL FOX, AND ARROGANT PARUECHAL OF GENDER AGENDA,–
BAD FRAUD, AND EXACERBATED made worse THE PLAN OF EXTRA ARCHON FOE GALAXIES' CARP (Oannes) CRAP,
SUFFER cause EXTRA BAD DRAGON, BAD ING HARVEST USING FEMA CAMPS F.D.R. ARRANGED UNUUITTINGLI
in 1933 see J-Rod45 & Treaty IX, due soon

1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par
LARGE ANU ~ DREAD.FUL GRUDGE AGES; REQUEST APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GUARD (golden atmosphere)
DREADFUL QUARTERS UP ENDANGER [Earth] or 'DREADFUL QUARTERS UP IN DANGER', thus the need for gold.
The reason the planet appears red is the mercury in the gold arsenate solar planels shielding their atmosphere
3 69 4 Fera Chalon & Mafcon eftre amis.
FANATICAL FOOL AFFRANCHISEMENT [treaty 9 "TRADE IN MEN" clause]
RA CAME. ENFORCES HAMMER IN OS (see "ISON" forum and the Mayan "hammer")
FRENCH MAN (Anton Parcs or Nostradamus) NAMES SEAM [partnership] OF FACTORIAL
E.D: COMMUNIQUE: AIM INFORM I (Egyptian) CLIQUE (Pharaohs’ dna involved
The LyRan of the Eohim, is also Ran of the Eddur
do not breathe oxygen, absorb hydrogen

4 30 1 Plus XI. fois ne voudra,
4 30 2 Tous augmentes & baiffes de degre:
4 30 3 Et fi bas mis que peu or lon coudra:
(Latin coutra side by side, the orbits each set)
4 30 4 Qu'apres faim, pefte defcouuert le fecret.
Look closely at the first line in the original here
I bet you never saw it this way before
4 30 1a) Plus XI. PLUS IX – treaty 9 – trade in men clause
4 30 1b) fois ne voudra
ADVISE ON FOUR IS DO DEVIOUS RAVENOUS –'four' just explained in SAMAROBRIN, which by the way, are the four
directions of the ''air vents'' of the Great Pyramid.
DO DEVIOUS RAVENOUS – the 'trade in men' clause matures in Treaty Nine 2014. Each 'treaty' is nine years and F.D.R.
signed the first one in 1933. SO FOUR INVADE, FED VARIOUS, IS A SOUND OVER. IS FAVOUR DONE, ON Anu DIES
4 49 3 Mais d’vn long temps ne fera entendu GOVERNMENT DISPENSES FUNDAMENTAL, (!!) stops governing
TU DRAFT DEVELOPMENT; NOT FUND DEPRAVEMENT OF U.N MEANINGNESS (agendas war, G.M.O. chemtrails)
PREDOMINANT VENGEFULNESS MET IN DAN, (in Scorpio)
the main elite/illuminati danger will be in Scorpio
MANNING DEVELOPMENT OF FEASTS [harvest] UNDER F(Pegasus/Marcabian Tall White Grayles) GOVERNMENT:
IS DEPENDENT MANUALS laws ARGUMENT, IS EVEN MINDEDNESS OF PLANT. could be the G.M.O or the Anu's mining
however: this seems to be referring to Treaty 9 which has the 'trade in men' clause and matures in 2014. Problem is- we
are not yet in 2014. So this must be the ''loop hole'' in that treaty! When it was first signed in 1933, with each having a nine
year tenure – the ninth treaty matures in 2014. Yet each treaty is not contiguous, they must be re-negotiated every
maturing period, so we are not dependent on something stated in late 1933, (F.D.R.) nor early 1952 (Eisenhower) two
treaty terms after the first. The 1996 or 2005 (tried to research which dates, but the Dr Dan Burisch files are removed.
Just keep in mind he WAS fully named in these texts)
treaty had Dr Dan Burisch in presence and he ensured that abductions ceased for that tenure, which they did.
These numerous lines arriving at the moment speaking of repairing the calendar in which the man-snake Lucifer had three
centuries removed, fraudulently bringing us forward by 324 years to shorten his own tenure in 'irons'. The False Messiah
holograms can be prevented if someone is able to stand up and say:

''be gone, you lying marauder until your full true term is up''
but more urgently get the message to the sleep walking people …
''this is not yet the time for false harvests'' this is only 1690 and we are not yet in 2014…
Therefore when Marduk arrived for Mandela's funeral 2013 – he knowingly had breached his own contract.
Strange how they really believe in ''laying down a law'' – just witness Monsanto's methods of gaining their fraudulent
agendas … those with death in mind

CYLINDER (REPTILIAN) CRAFT BEING HAZED BY DISCS MAY 2014

THESE DISCS ARE THE ELOHIM
The ''trade in men'' clause is now in operation, because Treaty 9 has come due in 2014 a date named in that clause.
Treaty One was signed by F.D.R. in 1933 – each treaty is nine years, and in 2014 Treaty 9 comes about.

1 27 3 Qui par longs fiecles auoit efte grappe

APPRECIATE understanding GOSSIP: (texts) EQUALS FELLING (either a ref to the Twin Towers or Earth)
EQUALS FLIPPING (poles flip or switching ) CATEGORIES (topics) OF LEAP (Scorpio genres)
EQUALS LIPS [speaks] OF SELF-APPRECIATING EGO (the elite)
AS EQUIPPING [causes] FRAGS [fragments] COLLAPSE OF ELITE CELLARS (underground) or
AS (because) CAUSING COLLAPSE, RF refer GAS : (air pipes reference or methane/carbon mon) OF ELITE CELLARS
Iƒ [is] REQUISITE OF COPPERPLATE'S LANGUAGE ~ this seems to mean go back to Psunnenes I – the copper plate
showing the stargate under Giza. Is that the ''engine'' for the free pyre-amid energy ?
APPRECIATE QUOTING PRE FOSSIL AGE FUEL free energy ACQUIRE OF SELF PERPETUATING FUEL: EQUALS SPOIL
PERSONAL AGE. free energy spoils elite age those UP QUERIES PROPAGATION ILL EFFECTS FOSSIL FUEL AGE
IS APES I.Q. (Sirius) POSING AUUE which I, Nostradamus & E.Q. OPPOSE … [APES/Ahpees ] PROPOSE: [you] OUUE treaty 9
APES' PROFILES PICTURESQUE FLOATING (holograms)

APES (Ah-pees) of Sirius which I just realised are shape shifters too. This is the only explanation for the
''Aiwazz'' (aka Abus) which visited Crowley in the guise of Ehwaz… It was Aleister Crowley who termed the
word ''Ape'' in his cult, and it was this ''Ape'' (Arpu) to which he was referring.
It must have been his own little secret, but this is fully back by an un.numbered quatrain:
UNDER OCTOBRE 2020 (1562 plus 458)
1. Parle Legat du terreftre & marin
The Law of One speaking of Earth and seascape
2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder.
All living with the great Capon (eunuch/Androgyne)
3. Eftre a l'efcoute tacite
N. (Erid.anus) RIVAL R.O. RIVAL R. ON, ORAN VRIL NOR VIRAL AVRIL.
Tacitly listening to Oran Orion V r i l Bein g Aiwazz
It was Aleister Crowley who was ''tacitly listening'' in 'viral Avril' producing the book of the Law Of One
4. Qu' a fon adois ne voudra accorder
That was not his parting wish granted
(who – Aiwazz?)
1 42 Vril
Did Crowley misinterpret The Law of One?

POSING AUUE refers to the upcoming false rapture. The word OUUE refers to Treaty 9 signed by F.D.R.
in1933. It was Treaty 1 at that time,but it is the ninth treaty which ''calls in'' the ''trade in men'' clause.
This is why the ''FEMA'' camps have been built, but we are not in 2014 yet, not for another 324 years.
The J-ROD45 & TREATY 9 forum has not yet been published. At this stage for 'my eyes only' it seems plus when it was

collated the 'triple method' had not yet been found. I can see now why they told me not to publish it yet, as well as STAGE

GATE – STARGATE.

COPPERPLATE'S LANGUAGE (requiring one to put the ''auue'' line language to copperplate
(in other words, set these words in stone)

6 59 3 Mais bref cogneu sera la vitupere
VERACIOUS verily - true
RIBS Chertan in Leo BRAINS VAMPIRE
(and ''Sirius is his'' in 4 31 1)
IS ABSOLUTE MANAGERS UP: USE PURE EVIL ERE before .I. Halloween
ENCOURAGES ERUPTIVE SERBIAN BASIN ALIVE – supervolcano under Vesuvius, the ''event'' above?
PUT FIBRES FOR SEVERAL RECEIVERS - via chemtrails which is an Off World agenda
MANUFACTURER OBESE AS 'PRIVILEGE' - via genetically modified food
IS UPSTAGE RESEMBLANCE : AU REVOIR - takes over a human body such as Beiber OBAMA & Ventura.
Shapeshifter
REVEAL: SIMULATE FEATURES : REPLACEMENT HAS FURIOUS VERBIAGE
SPECIFIES VENTURA MEGA LABOURER thisGAME, BELIEF AIM SUPERCARGOES{the harvest of obese people as a result of the
''trade in men'' clause of Treaty IX signed by F.D.R.) BELIEF either YOU have belief or the cloned, he has the belief VENTURA
PRIMES FEASIBLE COURAGE : BEFORE MY LARGE AUSPICES : I.E: FORESEE ABLE MAGIC UP OF which BECAME AGILE
SURPRISE FOR EMPIRICAL reptilian USAGES BE Ʃ greysMagic the False Messiah HOLOGRAMS which is the hologram
episodes created by the Off Worlders using the SIRIUS faction to suck people into being abducted via the likes of the ''Michael

Quinsey channellers''. – as CHANI said about this 'return' of Christ ''nothing more then a mass abduction'' and as Nostradamus
said in 10 75 long awaited he will not return

3 76 1 En Germanie naiftront diverfes fectes
SATAN REFINED GRIM SEMEN OFFENCES, IS FERVID RETENTIVE INTERFERENCE FINE GEMSTONEEarth REVENGER TO FEMINIST
DIFFERENCE, (matriarchy) DEFTER SINE SATAN – VOMITING REFERENCES (the line 8:65:3 ‘‘pardon vomiting, nitrides disorient’’
meaning YHWH-the I Darius Parvechal mention :
GRIM SEMEN OFFENCES, see GENDER AGENDA, still think these texts are coincidence?
10 56 2 Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche
RA SUFFIX: COLDER EARTH AND BUGGER OFF RED REPTILE FAUX PAS IN FACE (Scorpio)
PROFOUND SUFFIX E.Yah CLEANED GARBAGE FOXED FAR FLUNG DARIUS: A NEANDERTHAL FOX, AND ARROGANT PARUECHAL OF
GENDER AGENDA, – BAD FRAUD, AND EXACERBATEDmade worse THE PLAN OF EXTRA ARCH FOE GALAXIES' CARPOannes CRAP, SUFFER
cause
EXTRA BAD DRAGON, BAD ING HARVESTusing fema camps, F.D.R. ARRANGED UNUUITTINGLI in 1933 see J-Rod45 & Treaty IX, due the
real 2014 DARIUS' FAR FLUNG PAD ROB RATE OF SOULS EXCHANGE ~ BROUUNED OFF FAIR GRAND FATHER (AS and or E.Yah)

FOOTNOTES

SIGMA is the project which first* established communications with the Aliens and is still responsible for communications.
*RECOGNISED communications – see
1

1933 Treaty between Grey extraterrestrials and U.S. government ...
www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1526052/pg1
Jun 12, 2011 - 12 posts - 1 author “On July 11th, 1933, the first treaty between the beings, which have ... the US federal government, under
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, ..

8 18 F.D.R ELF ROD [greys] OF OLD FEAR OF FAR LEO [constellation] FED ORAL (clause) SO LOAD RE ADOLF FORD (cross) in ALDER (cross in the date of Mch 18 – Apl 14 ) FOAL [horse 2014]
A LEO [Obama] RAD FLO FLARED ALE (May 13 - June 9) FOLD A.D ERA. (from line 1 the capitalized DE FLORA)
7 38 3 DETER DAMN AMERICAN (FDR) TRADED MEN
7 38 4 [YOU] REMEMBER HIRER (the treaty between the military complex and the Other worlders for "trade in men")
7 38 4 Traineé, tiré, horriblement mourir
ENTRAINED. DRAGGED, TO DIE HORRIBLY (eaten feet first)
THE ERROR: BURLIER TERMINATION – O (orbit) MIR (space station) [Van Allen Belt]
NUTRITIONAL MEAL THEREIN: IT MIRROR RETRIBUTION…
6 70 hidden in PLUS OULTRE - FURTHER BEYOND:
HEREUNTO BY FDR, ENDURETH FORBY... IT BURY, BURNED... N.Y. (9/11)REROUTED BY BUSH BY HY-BRED FORTUNE HERD - HE
HU-BRYD FURORE in BE (Virgo/9/11) BRED THE FURY - DETHRONE (Earth by) FOURTEEN. (Yes, Oct 2013 we had a new 377 day yr)
YES, BURN RED HOT - BOTHERED U [heavenly FRYENDƒ. FURTHERED BY ON RYB DEUTERON (the Oannes, in league with the Anu)
TENSE CLEANING OCEANS NONES N (Ash Tree date – nones of Ash tree is the oceans lifting) May 25 to June 03, November 22 to
December 01, N/ ASH February 18 – March 17 IN NINETEEN (Nones, the fifth or 7th day of the month, of Celtic zodiac in this case)
1 100 2 Au pres de Dole & de Toufquane terre,
DEPARTURE OF QUEUED NOT RELEASED (held at the camps waiting) –
LOADER DEPARTED QUEUES [in] FOURTEEN (those cylinder craft)
DRAGON EN VIRGO: fes de Dieu le createur, Quianon eft noftrum no
UNREQUESTED [automatic] FORMULA INTO DEFIANCE [defence]
FUNCTIONS IN FOURTEEN (see "What The Pyramids Are For")
This dragon could be Yellowstone
DOCUMENTED UNDEFINED OUT OF TUNE [pyramid] INTERFACE FEARFUL ENFORCEMENT IN EARS (Virgo) OF FOURTEEN
from Almanach 1557 Cuerre mutins feditieufe tare.
IS F.D.R. DEUTERIUM CREATURE (Loe/Rib) FIFTEEN. IS D.E.F. (directed energy field)
R.O., A (the Elohim alliance say) things are DUE;
PARQS: ROUTE electricity DUE TO DELETE (stop) in FOURTEEN,
(well, my electricity HAS stopped in late 2014! My solar batteries have simply died mysteriously)
ELUDE DEAFENED, protect yourself from being made deaf by something like Yellowstone or E.L.F.
ROUTE, UNLOADED TREES, FEATURE DUE (Yellowstone/sudden ice?) DELETES QUARTER TREES
END FAKE U.N. RED LEO OANNES (Vatican) UP:
their NEED DUE : FEATURED ROUTE DEFEATED, the false rapture
UNLOADED TO OUTER space – those ''caught up''
The E.T are going to take advantage of Yellowstone or some such event
population will RUE TOLERATE SNAKE (Sat.an) DONE DATE DELETE FEEDER
date removed feeder – by removing the 324 years to shorten his jail sentence
RELATES DATE DEFERRED the 324 years removed QUOTED the forum …
Shars OF Nibiru & the Missing 324 Years
R.O. (Regency Order) SEE, RULE OUT the NEED EATEN DEAD people OUTER space –
FOULER DEED FOURTEEN FREQUENT come in ADORE the date of October (exploding the jump room on Mars
removing the need to eat people alive would be a clue to a method of controlling the Leo On – an ice age but this is also a reference
to repairing the centuries removed from our calendar which would put a stop to the ''trade in men'' clause in Treaty 9

1:1:1. OTHER WORLDERS
ANU, EN (Erid.anu) DISTRUST ESTATE FIRST CAUSE IS EFFECTED. (the word “effected” means accomplished. done)
ANU, EN (Eridanus) TRUSTS believes IT IS EFFECTED by DEFEAT IT IS ANU, NEED TRUST, EFFECTS (results in) DEFEAT The Oannes/Anu need to believe/understand that no matter
what they attempt they will not succeed – this of course includes the ''elite'' whoi think they have the ace alliance,
when it is Putin who is proving to have the ''ace'' alliance – with the Cassiopeians & the Elo'im.

ANU, ENS TREATIES ADDRESSEES STUFF Iƒ DETECTED. Saying the secret clause in Treaty 9 has been detected - TIES
DISTRUST EFFECTED ANU, EN FATE. This clause was the ''trade in men'' which Dan Burisch managed to avoid in the
previous couple of treaties he attended. He is named fully in the texts as being involved (in saving thousands)
these are the treaties instigated in 1933 which F.D.R. signed. They are of nine year duration and treaty 9 is in 2014.
E.T ATTENDED ISIS (terrorists), FEATURES INSTITUTES (Isis) SUFFICIENT which EFFECTED (mutated) DNA
AFTER-EFFECTS (Isis/chemtrails) FEATURES DUE IN UNITED STATES.
CRAFTIEST CERUSSITE (Red ones/and or Vatican) INUNDATED ESTUARIES UNITED STATES DESTINIES
A (Cassiopeian) DETEST FUTURE EN/SS DEFINE FACT IT FED UNCERTAINTIES: STUFFED ESTATE Earth
1 52 ScorpionL'EuropeSeptententrionale
PRONOUNCE EARLIEST ELITE POISON-PEN-LETTER. what could this possibly be? Dis-information from a wall relief?
The 1933 treaty which FDR signed not knowing who he was really signing with?
those UP have PERSON-TO-PERSON INTOLERANCE cannot tolerate humans? (because of bacteria)
LETTER communicate LEO [entities/president] PERPETRATE IN SCORPIO…
ONE'S NATURE TO you go to TUNNEL IN SCORPIO ‘’like a parsni & turnip’’, like a mouse in other lines, not too far down.
3 32 4 Et au terroir de la gent Mantuane. g
ANU AIM FREQUENT [visit/arrive] QUINQUAGESIMA
(see GRIDDLECAKE DAY in 1 42 1, PANCAKE DAY (& in 2 88 4) March 3, 4, 5th
Quinquagesima is the name used in the Western Church for the Sunday before Ash Wednesday March 5
3 32 4 AGE RELATED AUGMENTATION [pyramid power] GUARANTEE… TORRENTIAL MAGNET RETURN. (Nibiru)
UNRELATED GREATER AUGMENTATION DUE (Ison, part of Nibiru)… TEAM [both] NUDGE (Earth)
6 70 hidden in PLUS OULTRE – FURTHER BEYOND:
HEREUNTO BY F.D.R, ENDURETH FORBY... BY HY-BRED E.T. BURNED IT... N.Y. (9/11) FORTUNE REROUTED HERD BY
BUSH. HE HU-BRYD FURORE inBE (Virgo/9/11) BRED THE FURY - DETHRONE (Earth by) F'BURY FOURTEEN. YES, BURN
RED HOT - BOTHERED U [heavenly [FRYEND (and it WAS in October 2013 that our orbit became 377 days)
7 38 3 FOOT IN THICK LIPPED MOUTH (eaten feet first) the texts hidden by Nostradamus say:
RAIDS IN IRON AGE (REED/ Halloween which is Scorpio & Virgo)
DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR [ufo] UP APRON [Van Allen Belt] ~
PROVE SUPERNATURAL (!) in/from DAN (Dan is in Scorpio)
ENTRANCE AMID DREAM (while asleep) –
DETER DAMN AMERICAN (FDR) TRADED MEN
………………………………………………………………
This is why the Visconti coat of arms speaks of an event in Italy in the 5th century A.D. where children were eaten feet first
by reptiles, and think about the Pied Piper of Hamelin
4 44 3 De neuch l'intrado,deBourdeauxvncailhau
ADDED DOUBLE HELIX ANARCHIC VENTURA NOUU this timing
NOUU ADDED DOUBLE HELIX ANARCHIC VENTURA. PRIMES COURAGE FEASIBLE VENTURA, SPECIFIES VENTURA
MEGA LABOURER this GAME, BELIEF in AIM SUPERCARGOES {the harvest of obese people as a result of the ''trade in
men'' clause of Treaty IX signed by F.D.R. in 1933)
7 38 4 Traineé, tiré, horriblement mourir
EN-TRAINED. DRAGGED, TO DIE HORRIBLY
the text hidden:
THE ERROR: BURLIER TERMINATION –
TERROR HE O (orbit) MIR (space station)
NUTRITIONAL MEAL THEREIN: IT MIRROR RETRIBUTION…
[YOU] REMEMBER HIRER
(the treaty between the military complex and the Other worlders for "trade in men")
from Monstre D'ABUS manuscript
1. FRIENDLY ELECTS BEHOLD: OLDEST BRIDES OF HELL FEEBLY LY [lie],
DESCEND CYLINDER (see "ZEPPELINS" following,
CELEBRITY HOLDS, FONDLES CHILDREN BEYOND, BLEEDS FLESH. BLONDS [Aryan Vril] RELY, LET FEED CHI
2. C [Mabus] R [Draco] RANTS, NEED ENROLLED, NEED RED CELL ~ NEEDLE, RENDER CLONE
E.D. (Andr. Council) LEARN, SEND STAR ELECTRON. ("Enrolled/tag" is how they find the children)
Star electron – the event Chani speaks of which sets off the ice age, then we read (here) this stops the mass abduction
3. U.N. READY IMPEACHABLE UP. AIM DENY UNREACHABLE CAP. BUNDLE UP UNAMERICAN.
4. TRENDY (the celebrity) IGNORANT OF DRAGON –
……………………………………………………………………
4. TRENDY IGNORANT OF (the celebrity) DRAGON –
ENTRY IN TIN (Sagittarius) OS (in Capricorn)
(the U.N. are infiltrated by Other Worlders)
dens: car prophete proprement mon filz eft
THORN the sky rune for Cepheus/Arm those hibernating in Black Knight (sasared the jump room on Mars in Oct 2014)
(also in 1 10 the seven children of the King means the constellation of Cepheus, king of kings – hibernating above)
COMPETENT THORN (sky rune for Cepheus) PERFORMS FRENZIED IN APPLE,
[Celtic tree zodiac Dec 23 to Dec 31 & can mean a Friday]
CONTEMPT FOR PENRE (Anu go-between)

HALF FROZEN PTERIDOSPERMseed fern
(saying the tropics are half frozen, not yet perma frost: see the word "suddenly"PROMPT)
SELF APPOINTED TRENCHERMEN FROZE PROMPT (trenchermen (suddenly & think The Day After Tomorrow) –
THEN THOSE PERPETRATED FROM ZEPPELINS CONFORM
(saying a sudden ice age or cold snap stops the reptilian harvest)
(trench·er·man [tren-cher-muh n] noun, plural trench·er·men. waiters who serve at a banquet)
8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait
but they will not know its origin
NOUU QUALIFIES TELLINGER IN ADORN (Adorn 2015 October, after the supervolcano. The Tellinger prinicples governing)
R.O, QUEEN (Cassiopeia), ON (E.Yah), SUUAN (Cygnus Leptorrhin Tall robed ones), IS GUARDIAN GOD IS NATURE'S
REUNION RESOLUTION – IET [yet] RUINS FINE RATIONAL QUEUES the current orbits thus the length of the years
QUIETEN NEFARIOUS URINAL (this word actually does mean ''of Orion'' stemming from ''Uranite'' – from Urania, the
heavens and in particular meaning Orion) The ''Orion Group'' of Treaty 9, when FDR thought there were four.
That four was 1) Earth-born humans 2) Alpha Centaurus greys (walk like Donald Duck) 3) Tall White Grayles of
Markab 4) Shape Shifting Anu/Uan of the Orion Group – shape shifted ‘nordics’
the latter three having each a pact with three Others. Three Triads not accounted for in the contract clauses but
included
QUALIFIES ON, AN ''god'' IS INFERIOR SUITE, EQUAL INQUILINOUS U.N. UNREQUITED FAILURE, EARN FATE
FEATURE
UNDO UNIQUE TRIANGLE.|and/or UNIQUE TRIANGLE UNDO IEARS EQUATION FUEL [the cause of] 'ROUNDING'
[mathematically] IEARS (years) [orbits] the words unique triangle can mean a triad, or the stellar system which is the
source of the J-Rod 52, a Noetic Entity from Gliese 876C in what was once Triangulum, Apis/Vespa now Aries.
This is what the Wasp hieroglyphic means, seen on the door lintel of Seti I at Abydos. It means the ''hero'' He Rod
J-Rod 52 who returned at Roswell to ''undo the years'' caused by the inept military interfering with the stage gate
UNDO UNIQUE TRIANGLE will also mean the moving of Earth (''all four-and-a-half'') from the current orbits will break the
link between the Giza pyramid (''triangle'') with its ''air-ways'' connections to the Orion Group, that is: Ursa-(SA.AM)Sirius-(ON)-Leo (RIB/Chertan) and 'R' (Draco) in 6 5 SAMA.ROBRIN one hundred leagues
INQUILINOUS = one living domeciled within another – parasitical. A good description of an Is-Be

It is the Elohim/Cassiopeians behind Putin. Judge him by what he DOES. He has suddenly acquired such terrifying
technology that the techno-crat yanks have been ''surprised'' by it. You can bet the greys behind the yanks are not
surprised by it, since they would NEVER allow the yanks to have it. BUT the Elohim have it and have made it available
to the well balanced Putin. By the way, the GREEN reptilians are all right, in that they do not want to see their
Garden of Earth destroyed. You will hear more and more of the land mass of Russia/China kicking up a stink about
gen. manipulated organisms because they are doing more harm (to Mother Earth) than ''scientists'' will admit... this
is, as you can see, a star wars scenario with us as the 'meat in the sandwich'. Literally, since FDR signed us all away in
1933 with treaty one, with Treaty Nine maturing in 2014 (trade in men). Each Treaty lasts nine years, so Treaty Nine
matures now. This is what the FEMA camps are for - herding people. There are two forms of the horrifying ''weapon''
Putin can now source. One is mentally supplied by the Leptorrhin ''robed ones'' sometimes called Elders. They come
from Bireo in Cygnus. The other CAN MOVE THE EARTH. It is based on the control of sonic frequencies. Called the
Medusine device by Nostradamus, but by Tellinger, unwittingly called the Sasar.
F.D.R. (see the 1933 links)

Richard Hoagland:
Interview transcript - Part 1
R: Remember. this is a nest of lies. The lie is different at every level.
The first lie that the good guys of NASA believed was a report they commissioned themselves - just as Eisenhower was phasing
out, and Kennedy was coming in, in 1958-59 and then the early ‘60s.
This was a report... now remember, NASA itself was only formed 50 years ago, in July of ’58. (before that it was N.A.C.A.)
So a half-century ago, President Eisenhower says:
“I can’t have all these warring military factions control space. I will create a civilian agency, and it will be the nexus for all
peaceful space activity. The Defense Department will conduct all military space operations.”
Well, the first thing we show in Dark Mission is that’s a lie. NASA is not a civilian space agency. It's a military space agency.
It was always formed under the fiat and control of the National Security Council, Department of Defense, any of the intel
agencies. All of its data that are viewed as not appropriate for the public knowledge or concern can be classified.
Even from its own people.
K: So it’s not for public knowledge if it has to do with the control of space?
R: If you read, for instance, Buzz Aldrin's first-person testimony in his own books, he talks about how Jay Barbary, who was a
colleague of mine from NBC News - I knew Jay back when I was with Cronkite and was just a young whipper-snapper, and Jay is
now this senior space correspondent still covering the shuttle for NBC, asking very perceptive questions from the Press Corps Jay innocently invited Buzz to, I think it was a Kiwanis Club meeting up in Palmdale, which is one of the NASA facilities north of
Los Angeles where they in fact have tested a lot of the components of the secret space program and the secret military program,
including the shuttle.

And so he invites him into this meeting with a whole bunch of rah, rah, jet jockeys and engineers, the good ol' boy, slap-you-onthe-back network. You know exactly what I'm talking about. And he's sitting on the stage and they've got two chairs for the
conversation, and Jay asks Buzz:
“Well, what did it feel like to walk on the moon for the first time?”
And in his own book, Buzz Aldrin says that at that moment he became violently ill, he had to rush off the stage, he went out to
the alley and he threw up. His wife came out all upset because she thought something was seriously wrong, which of course it
was. This is classic aversion therapy. Classic aversion therapy.
Key Findings from Dark Mission:
1. NASA is a defence agency of the US Government per the original agency charter.
2. NASA withholds data of non-human intelligence for the good of human society per "Brookings."
3. Brookings Institution advised US in 1959 report "Proposed Studies on the Implications of Peaceful Space Activities for Human
Affairs" to beware social-economic chaos resulting from alien artifacts found on the Moon or Mars as the 1938 "War of the
Worlds" radio broadcast traumatized America.
4. Arthur C. Clarke based the 1968 novel/film "2001: A Space Odyssey" on the Brookings Report.
5. According to Clarke's 1968 Playboy Magazine interview, Stanley Kubrick quoted from Brookings in the film. The following
movie dialog being based upon the "Brookings Report":
"I'm sure you're aware of the extremely grave potential for cultural shock and social disorientation contained in the present
situation, if the facts were prematurely and suddenly made public without adequate preparation and conditioning. Anyway, this
is the view of the [Space] Council... there must be adequate time for a full study to be made of the situation before any thought
can be given to making a public announcement. Oh yes ... as some of you know, the Council has requested that formal security
oaths be obtained in writing from everyone who has any knowledge of this event." -- Dr. Heywood Floyd, 2001: A Space
Odyssey.
6. As a Manned Spaceflight Controller for NASA's last publicly acknowledged military shuttle mission, I remember taking this
formal security oath to safeguard information on such flights. However, unlike all other US Government security oaths I have
had in my lifetime, the NASA oath was never "terminated." That is, I never went through a formal debriefing. I questioned this
lack of a debrief with NASA Security at the time and was told the Security office was already disbanded and no debriefing would
be held.
7. Hoagland's retelling of the "Monuments of Mars" matches the NASA Alert Briefing the controllers and I saw in 1989-90 in the
now "non-existent" tape from the JSC Technical Library.
8. Hoagland's explanation of "hyperdimensional physics" is too complex to be included here. Suffice it to say that I have studied
the data, examined the historical connections between Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925), James Maxwell (1831-1879), Nikola Tesla
(1856-1943), Thomas E. Bearden (1930-), Bruce DePalma (1935-1997), and Harold E Puthoff (1936-); and found the evidence
convincing.
9. The multiple-sourced, publicly available NASA photographs of the pyramids, buildings, and connecting roads between the
structures on Mars demonstrate the presence of ancient peoples on the planet. This is old news to most space news junkies.
Second Astronaut on the Moon, Buzz Aldrin even released a "fiction" book Encounter With Tiber (1996) incorporating many of
these Mars details. Aldrin's book had a storyline about ancient lunar structures being discovered by Apollo Astronauts. Arthur C.
Clarke (surprise!) even wrote the foreword to Aldrin's book. Because the story line is fiction, any revealed details would not
violate Aldrin's formal security oath.
This was the same approach Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) took with his book "proving" the revolution of the planets - the book
was originally written as a work of fiction. Unfortunately, the Catholic Church did not appreciate the humor of Galileo putting
the words of the Pope into the mouth of Simplico (the fool).
10. And, just in case you missed it, there is a connection between NASA's Werner Von Braun and the Disney World "Mission to
the Moon" (later restaged as "Mission to Mars," and featured in the excellent Disney produced films "Forbidden Planet" and
"Mission to Mars." The latter film's climax is the "Face On Mars." However, coincidences do not make conspiracies.
11. Hoagland does an excellent job detailing the "Operation Paper Clip" removal of Nazi Germany rocket scientists to Texas as
detailed in the James Michener's book and 1985 mini-TV series "SPACE" - even including National Archives photographs of Von
Braun in his black SS uniform alongside Reichsfuhrer Heinrich Himmler. The occult history of Hitler is well documented by other
authors, but Hoagland claims the occult influence extended from the SS to Von Braun to even the selection of NASA Mission
Patches.
12. Hoagland sees a connection between Freemasonry (33rd degree), Von Braun\Disney production film "Man in Space," and
the "fiction" film's representation of an alien base on the farside of the Moon. It is just another coincidence that CIA Remote
Viewer Ingo Swann saw an operational alien base in the same location prior to 1998.
13. The spiritual aspects of UFOlogy, Adolf Hitler's birthday (April 20), 19.5 degrees location of planetary "hotspots" (on the
Earth, the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, etc), the number 33 (Launch Complex 33, Shuttle Runway 33, 333 degrees from Egypt's Great
Pyramid at Giza leads to JPL in California), and more and more numbers are overwhelmingly discussed by Hoagland in detail.
14. Finally, the greatest surprises in Hoagland's book are in the last ninety pages. These last few pages contain the explosive
description of Lunar ruins, mechanical artifacts, and even an (I kid you not) ancient robot head not unlike the one shown in the
Star Trek: The Next Generation Mark Twain episode of "Time's Arrow" when Data discovers his death lies in the past of San
Francisco. The colour photographs Apollo 17 Astronauts Eugene Cernan (1934-) and Harrison Schmitt (1936-) took of the robot
head in Crater Shorty have recently been released to Italian websites by NASA. Italy? Hey, the Catholic Church is headquartered
in that nation ... just another coincidence. Hoagland postulates that the mechanical head could have easily been transported
back to Earth.

15. Other NASA photographs show crystal domes once covered many of the Maria on the Moon. Apollo 10 photographed at
least one unbroken crystal dome, blacked-out in the official NASA print catalog, but if ordered by anyone today shows the intact
dome. Since the 1990s, many researchers are specifically ordering these "black-out" lunar catalog prints to be stunned by what
actually arrives in the mail. Hoagland publishes many of the photographs.
16. Remember when Apollo 17 deliberately crashed the ascent stage into the Moon to measure the moonquakes using
previously implanted seismic monitors? Such a moonquake map would show the placement of the newly revealed structures on
the NASA photographs. However, after more than thirty years, the results still remain classified - on a civilian scientific Moon
mission.

By R. Christoffersen:

What are the N.W.O. goals and how will they achieve them? Pt 4
"The one aim of these financiers is world control by the creation of inextinguishable debts." --Henry Ford
The UN is but a long-range, international banking apparatus clearly set up for financial and economic profit by a small group of powerful OneWorld revolutionaries, hungry for profit and power. -- Curtis Dall,
FDR's son-in-law, Source: Dall's book, My Exploited Father-in-Law
Rear Admiral Chester Ward, Judge Advocate General of the U.S. Navy, and a former member of the CFR for 16 years, sounded a warning of
the group’s intent to the American people: "The most powerful clique in these elitist groups have one objective in common — they want to bring
about the surrender of the sovereignty of the national independence of the United States. A second clique of international members in the CFR
comprises the Wall Street international bankers and their key agents. Primarily, they want the world banking monopoly from whatever power
ends up in the control of global government." [The CFR (Council on Foreign Relations) is a Rockefeller founded tax-exempt foundation. Clearly
some CFR dupes decided globalism wasn’t such a great idea after all (Chester Ward). Again it is seen that there are several power groups
within the larger organization. These groups cooperate with each other towards the same ends as the world of nation-states is to be broken up
and parceled out as new region-states with various governance under a one-world-government]
Dan Smoot, a former member of the FBI Headquarters staff in Washington, D.C., once said, "The ultimate aim of the CFR is to create a oneworld socialist system, and to make the U.S. an official part of it." [Socialism is the softer term used instead of communism in Europe. But since
even socialism is not as popular a term in the US as Europe, liberalism is used instead, but no matter the term elitist goals are to move every
nation further to the left nearest the communist model as possible. And all the while the US media will proclaim that "communism is dead," a
grotesque lie.]
The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism, but under the name of "liberalism," they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist
program until one day America will be a Socialist nation without knowing it happened. --Norman Thomas, American Socialist Party’s
presidential candidate, 1948

"The CFR, dedicated to one-world government, financed by a number of the largest tax-exempt foundations, and wielding such power and influence over our
lives in the areas of finance, business, labor, military, education, and mass communication-media, should be familiar to every American concerned with
good government, and with preserving and defending the U.S. Constitution and our free-enterprise system. Yet, the nation’s right-to-know machinery, the
news media, usually so aggressive in exposures to inform our people, remain conspicuously silent when it comes to the CFR, its members and their
activities." -- Congressman John Rarick
"The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is the American Branch of a society which originated in England...(and) believes national boundaries should be
obliterated and one-world rule established." -- Carroll Quigley, from his book Tragedy and Hope, 1966 (analyzed thoroughly by FBI Asst. Director, Cleon
Skousen in "The Naked Capitalist")

September 11, 1990 -- President Bush [Sr] calls the Gulf War an opportunity for the New World Order. In an address to Congress entitled
Toward a New World Order, Mr. Bush says: "The crisis in the Persian Gulf offers a rare opportunity to move toward an historic period of
cooperation. Out of these troubled times...a new world order can emerge in which the nations of the world, east and west, north and south, can
prosper and live in harmony....Today the new world is struggling to be born."
On December 31, 1990 Gorbachev declares that the New World Order would be ushered in by the Gulf Crisis. [Didn’t quite happen…yet.
They're aiming for a crisis point, a critical mass, to usher in the N.W.O. Clearly, they hope to avoid too much resistance. They don't wield all
power, just a pivotal amount that requires the right opportunity.]
The nearest and best example of a false flag operation is the 9/11 twin tower collapse with such a mass of witnesses to convince any
reasonable mind:
Psychiatrists and Psychologists: Government's 9/11 Story is Crazy
http://georgewashington.blogspot.com/2007/05/psychiatrists-and-psychologists.html
High Level Officials aren’t buying official story http://911proof.com/7.html
Military Leaders Question 9/11
http://georgewashington.blogspot.com/2007/04/military-leaders-question-911.html
Legal Scholars Question 9/11
http://georgewashington.blogspot.com/2005/06/justice-and-9-11.html
Scientists Debunk 9/11 Story
http://georgewashington.blogspot.com/2006/09/jones.html
See Pilots-for-911-Truth http://www.pilotsfor911truth.org/
9/11 Fact Sheet FAQ’s http://911proof.com/FactSheet.html
Isn't talk about "demolition" of the Twin Towers just a crazy theory by a couple of nutty people? http://911proof.com/11.html Credible
sources such as NY firefighters and Law enforcement officers heard many bombs going off.
Word search "911 firefighters" on youtube.com to see video testimonies of firefighters saying they heard numerous bombs going off.

F D R 1933

Polio, Guillain-Barré Syndrome, and any other names of disease are simply arbitrary names assigned to groups of symptoms and
conditions. The symptoms of polio and GBS are so similar, some people feel that Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s condition was
really GBS and not polio (See: Did FDR Have Guillain-Barré?). There were no flu shots in 1921 when FDR contracted polio, but
the tuberculosis vaccine was introduced that year.
To understand how vaccine injuries and deaths are all dealt with in a special “vaccine court” that was set up by Congress, after
granting legal immunity to pharmaceutical companies in 1986 for any damages caused by vaccines (and which was then upheld
by the Supreme Court in 2011), watch the excellent videos below by Emmy Award winning journalist Ben Swann, as well as the
video by The Canary Party, narrated by actor Rob Schneider.
FDR's 1933 Gold Confiscation was a Bailout of the Federal ...
www.moonlightmint.com/bailout.htm
“At the very minimum, Federal Reserve Notes to the tune of 20,000 metric tons of gold were 'circulating naked' in 1933.” FDR's
1933 Gold Confiscation
The War for Planet Earth - The “Nazi/ET Connection”
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/warheaven_warearth12.htm
At the close of World War I in 1919, under the terms of the Versailles Treaty, Germany was ... In 1933 that seemed like an
impossible dream, since the army then .... Tesla and Roosevelt met in 1917 when FDR was Secretary of the Navy, and ...
Search Results
1. US Presidents (1933-Present) - Re: UFO Issue / ET Aliens ...
thefederationoflight.ning.com/profiles/blogs/us-presidents-1933present-re
May 31, 2011 - Posted by Jamie on May 29, 2011 at 12:41pm; http://extraterrestrials.ning.com/forum/topics/uspresidents-1933pr. ... President Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933-1945) ... A Dramatic Treaty was set up: The Greys would
transfer high ...
Greys Mind Programming Trichotillomania 4 of 4 - YouTube
► 9:48► 9:48
www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3NtcdbDzto
Sep 16, 2010 - Uploaded by Starkids69
(Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1933, & Greys) SECRET TREATY The United States Government and Extra ...
will we soon learn that there are extraterrestrials among us?
ufodigest.com/article/among-us-0601
1 day ago - One beneficial species of Grey extraterrestrials, for example, carries out ... From this perspective, starting with secret
treaties in 1933 with the ... Missing: fdr
The United States Government and Extra-terrestrial Entities
www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/aliens_secret_treaty.htm
SECRET TREATY. The United States Government. and. Extra-terrestrial Entities. by Richard K. Wilson and Sylvan Burns.
Regarding Aliens and the Government.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3NtcdbDzto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTAJpm91eII
THIS “ROD” IS AN OPHIUCHAN CRAFT
also note his reverence for SIRIUS, his negation of tall Nordics (see earthfiles Intervue with William/Tau Cetians) and
GREER frequently says ‘’THE ORION TRANSMISSIONS’’.
It is the Orion Group which fooled F.D.R in the first Off World treaty
Sadly, it is my opinion that the Greer group are being fooled by very clever Other Worlders.
Has Dr Greer yet described these visitors? Even if he did, these are the shape shifters going by their craft.
PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT

In the meantime, Tesla was named director of the project. He was a friend of president Franklin Roosevelt, whom Tesla met in
1917 when FDR was secretary of the Navy. Tesla was asked at that time to do some work for the government for the war effort,
which he did. He accepted and became director of the invisibility project until he resigned in 1942. In 1936, after intensive study,
they decided to have an initial test of their work. They achieved some partial invisibility. The Navy and everyone else encouraged
to continue the work, and the Navy supplied money for research.
Scientists were coming to the United States from Germany until 1939, when the war with Germany was started.
Art Greenfield:
I am sure there are many advanced peaceful alien races in our galaxy, but we do not have trade relations and diplomacy with
any other advanced races out there because our space-faring advanced Reptilian cousins have first shot at dealing with the
other races, because to the other races and the Reps, we are a sub-species who is NOT in control of Earth.

I think it's great that the self-appointed exopoliticians want to have trade relations and diplomacy with the many other races
out there, but for other races to try to go around the Repto Sapiens and technologically assist us or help us militarily against the
Repto Sapiens would be considered an act of war.
Why do you think that NONE of the other races have EVER presented themselves formally to any world government or to the
United Nations?
THEY DID, BUT WERE KNOCKED BACK BY FDR IN 1933
In the past any of those other races that set up shop here without permission were attacked and driven off. Did you think that
the aliens who visited ancient India and were flying around in vimanas decided to test nuclear weapons in their own residential
area and then depart permanently?
The Repto Sapiens nuked them and shot their craft out of the sky.
This is no joke.
See:
Atomic Warfare in Ancient India:
http://www.disclose.tv/forum/proof-of-ancient-atomic-wars-t18719.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ancientatomicwar/esp_ancient_atomic_12.htm
http://www.rense.com/general3/8000.htm
http://www.disclose.tv/forum/proof-of-ancient-atomic-wars-t18719.html
http://www.thetruthbehindthescenes.org/2011/05/16/alien-forces-intent-on-destroying-vimana-technology/
As you can see, anytime uninvited aliens encroached on Reptilian territory, they were nuked.
Nuclear Fusion in the Sinai. Are we catching up with the Elohim of Genesis?
http://the12thplanetjoint.tribe.net/thread/6cc48508-8b9a-4fe2-825c-32b24ecd445b
Nuclear wars in antiquity
http://www.space-2001.net/html/nuclear.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/anunnaki/anu_13c.htm
From The Omega File
” Representatives of all the monarchies mentioned above attended. At the end of W.W.II, GEN. GEHLEN ran two
operations in Spring, 1945 for them: the assassination of FDR using a chemical that caused the cerebral haemorrhage
and immediate death and the [attempted] elimination of Hitler with a bullet from Bormann's gun [without Hitler's
'consent']. FDR's offense was that he refused to approve their COVER AGENCY, the CIA.
5 9 4 Lors par astuce Duc a` mort attrape'

Then through cunning the Duke

president

overtaken by death

AS (Ayse-Elohim) CAPTURES PARCS' ATOM (nano bots) ADULTERATOR

PAST DOCTOR Nostradamus ORAL: (says) '' A (Cassiop) M’ASTER CREATORS ADOPT ALARM, TO START
U'ACCUSTOMED CETUS [Mira in Cetus becomes new pole star]
SUPER STAR Nibiru PROPELS APART POLAR STARS ~ PART ROTATE

1 27 3 Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé PAIRS 10 60 2
TEST POLAR SIGNS
POLARIS, GNOSIS LONG SIGN
EQUIP GREATEST AEOLUS SELEUCIA
SIGN SOLAR ECLIPSE APRIL’S SONG
10 60 2 Sauone, Sienne, Capue Modene, Malte:

see 1 27 3

LET AN NAME MODE, I.E. ENC. ON
ESCAPE USA OCEANS
SEAS ICE N.N.E. MELT

That which for many centuries had been contained
To the scientists who have known for a long time what the
polar signs have meant
EQUIP: causes AEOLUS - father of the wind = tornadoes
SELEUCIA is Iran
in signing
Treaty 9
LET Anu name clauses including the Oannes by default
In the HOT WINTER recently

Nostradamus (or his Source ) never ceases to astonish me.
The chapter “J.ROD52 & TREATY 9 ” will not be
finished for a while, as others have priority, yet there seems to be a problem with certain deceitful clauses in
Treaty 9 which need to be fixed now at our peril, and this forum contains this warning.
See Dan Burisch, who attended Treaty 9 at Project Camelot.org
Presages LXXIII (76) Octobre (2034) – only had two lines

Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee,
G reys ( ba ld on es) d e fy all. bo rn m o re o f t he lith osphe re
AS FREEZE FUSED SEA TOXIN, using LUIZA asteroid UP
AS UP, are those of Cassiopeia, god of the Aettir/Eddur
Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez.
Several of them between Mobius s t rip dimen sion s

E.D. FREEZES the BAD – EXPENDITURE RUB is to UNLOAD
E.D. means the R.O. Council who are extra dimensionals, sending an ice age to sedate the reptilians, also freezing
the radioactive places including the ocean, the difficulty is the unloading of the radioactive ocean
Tous defiez – ZED (Cass) SUITE (Elohim) IS TO USE TEDIOUS FEZ (DIET OZ), FUSE ZEST DUE OF I (Yew tree date)
(the Oz reference is backed up by A.C.T. HOMES in “hidden in my estomach” words to his son from Nostradamus)
the FUSE EVENT is that of the iron planet and Earth. Yew tree has two dates,Halloween and Yule

plus aux Razes fia nee

PAR UNSAFE SEXUALIZE, SEIZURE LANE (method) FAUX PAS (by error, in the Treaty)
PANS greys PUN AS SEXUALIZE FEAR, ARE FANS RAPES FUN, SEIZE NEURAL FEAR (see ‘’sex trade for e.t’s”1978)

NOT FULLY WORKED ON YET, HIGHLIGHTED IN RED
“CLAUSE” COLLECTION FROM TEMPLATE

1;14 1 CHASTEN AN CHE NUCLEATES LUCAS, ATHENS QUEEREST CHANT THREATENS FREQUENTEST
NEGLECTS CLAUSE REQUESTS EACH SONS SEED (Anu Che-rub – the E.N.E. Zeta45)
3;87 1 SCALES: CHOSE CLAUSE EULOGIAS (Skull & Bones) CODE.
URGES. SCALE. everyone USAGE USA PROP (Nature)
AS-LINE- LOUISE (meteorite) PANOPLIES NEAPOLIS
CEPHALOSPORIN (antibiotic) PARCS RECODES PROPHECIES CHORE PROPER
(since the nose removal operation in which they did use this antibiotic, I discovered that this medication
causes tendons and cartilage problems – hence the Achilles tendons operation – hence sitting down doing
the task at hand)
4;82 1 CESAR
HEAVEN’S PAPISM OANNES CLAUSE. MASS~APPROACH UNSOCIAL VENENATED EVEN AN IN EMONIA
OSCULATED DEUCALION ASCENDENT O (Oak date June)
5; 3 1 NUCLEARISED DURESS REAL.
ICELAND CLUES LED SUCCESS
.U.N ACHIEVED DRAUU RUDE SEDUCERS CLAUSE, UNREALISED SECURES IRE INVADER LAND.
5;26 1 GALILEAN HUMANER GATES NUCLEATES RHEUM SCAPULAE
TRIGRAM (Ba Gua) SPECULATE ALLEGIANT ENCAPSULATE.
RUE EN (Erid.anus) LEGAL CLAUSE TANGLE.. MARTIAL RAPE. NEGLECTS HUVEN TRIAL
7;30 1 SCALES: A
U.N ELAPSED UNCLASSED PAGES
CHANGE UNSAFE CLAUSE
CHORE U.N SCALED
UPLANDS PROP REFUGE AND SAND PLACES..
APPROACHES UNGUARDED PALACES
8;78 1 ALL BRVTE MACABRE ARAB AN RAN GA-GA BBC GAEA.
OVERT TONGUE (spoken) CLAUSE ABUSE CRAB (cancer
ANAGRAMS CLUE.
ANGULATE ABGAR ROUTE
CALL BRAN VOTER TONGUE
10;63 1 GRAND OURSE DRAGONRY USE THEIR ETHIC CLAUSE ACTUALISE. ETHNIC USAGE USA
EUSTACHIAN ICHNITE DRY THEORICIAN HEROIN GRANULES CORINTHIANS DORY ANTICS CHEIRON
3;64 2 SCALES: TIME CLAUSE COREGENT HATEMONGER CALQUES (followers?
MAHOMET SECRET CEREMONIALS
CEREMONI QUITE CLAQUES (noisy) THERE AMONG CLIQUE REALISTS MEANT.SISTER. HOME ROENTGEN
7;1 2 XP (Anu factions) CERES CALQUES CLAQUES REPROCESS AQUA.
CLUE EQUAL GUARD CLAUSE REGULARISES UX. (joint uranites)
9;12 2 ARCHES ARCHELAUS ORACLES. HEARS.MUSICAL CHARLES NUCLEATORS ASCHERA
CASUAL.SEARCH LARCENOUS ANCESTOR UUROTE ROTTEN LEARCHUS CLAUSE
1 27 3 Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé, that [which] for many centuries has been contained (stargates)
PAIRS AEOLUS (goes with the huge winds)
GNOSIS EQUIP SELEUCIA POLAR SIGNS...

ORAL CLAUSE GET PAPER, TEST the GREATEST who SIGN
POLARIS SIGN LONG SOLAR ECLIPSE SIGN APRIL’S SONG [these verses]
That which for many centuries had been contained
1 27 3 Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé PAIRS 10 60 2

TEST POLAR SIGNS
POLARIS, GNOSIS LONG SIGN
EQUIP GREATEST AEOLUS SELEUCIA
SIGN SOLAR ECLIPSE APRIL’S SONG

To the scientists who have known for a long time what the
polar signs have meant
EQUIP: causes AEOLUS - father of the wind = tornadoes
SELEUCIA is Iran

Nostradamus (or his Source ) never ceases to astonish me.
The chapter “J.ROD52 & TREATY 9 ” will not be
finished for a while, as others have priority, yet there seems to be a problem with certain deceitful clauses in
Treaty 9 which need to be fixed now at our peril, and this forum contains this warning.
See Dan Burisch, who attended Treaty 9 at Project Camelot.org
10 60 2 Sauone, Sienne, Capue Modene, Malte:

see 1 27 3

AN LET NAME MODE, I.E. enc. ON
Escape USA Oceans
SEAS ice N.N.E. MELT

in signing
Treaty 9
Anu LET name clauses including the Oannes by default
In the HOT WINTER recently

2 32 3 SELECT. ARRANGED. NICER.YEARS OUT UNSOCIAL PART (dark ages)
SCRY UNSOCIAL CLAUSE ARRANGES PARENTED.OUT TO
4 48 3 CLEAREST.USE. DIRE LAB. RUIN (genetic manipulation)
ABLE ISOLATE RUNA BINDER
ALLOCATES RUINED CLAUSE REALLOTS RUIN
U.N ENABLE ERIDANU CARTEL RELOCATES URBAN ISOLATE
6 96 3 USE PAPER CLAUSES TIME APPROACHES... CAUSE HIDE
HIPPOCRATES.ECHO SO~EQUAL.
PROPHETIC SPACEPORT TIME ATMOSPHERIC CLIMATE
CAMAIL COPPER (Libra) AS CHORE PASTIME APU A
8 8 3 SCALES:REMEZ:ULYSSES CLAUSE GLUEYNESS YESUS YULE MENNEFERS CAUSELESS ELSE .GENES .USELESSLY
.CAUSE FREEMENS .ZEAL
10 62 3 CHIONE SECOND CLAUSE OLDEN STALLION (year of the horse 676AD) CALENDS.
U.N SCALED UNSOCIAL FBI ZIB DEUCALIONS LATINS. LICENTACEOUS. ALL.SCALED.ON FIBZAN H

1 93 4 CLAUSE ONCE LT [or no Celt] ZEUS SUEZ MOLESTED CLUES.SELECT MODEST.USE.ONE.ELECT ACT .ON. RULEZ
5 88 4 SATAN: UN ERUDITE UNTRIED UUINTERED CENTURIES
ONE CLAUSE.RUIN.USA TENANTS. NUTRIENT INTRUDE UUATERED.IN (Fluoride/Glyphosphate)

9 20 4 SENECHAL GRANT USE FESTE CAPUA
CLUE USE AMPUTEES (Pegasus Tall Whites) FEET (Pisces, either those from Pisces or in the date)
TRANCHE [matured contract] CLAUSE HENCE UNSAFE
9 34 4 CLAUSE BONE NEUROBLAST NUCLEATES SCAPULAE UNSORTABLE UNSTORABLE CARPO AUXO BORN
AS.BARONET CLUE PARACLETUS USA.SOUND COURT PLACE USA HUDSON NON LIBERAL
9 86 4 PAIRS: SPIRACULA REARMED FORSEEN.ENTREATED AIR SPACE.ENTER.DREAM PAIR.
CLAUSES LUCIFERASES (enzyme) SCAPULARIES (monks shoulder cloth see medieval illustration)

